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1. Who among the following is the recipient of the ‘World Food Prize-2022’? 

A. Damon Galgut 

B. Ardem Patapoutian 

C. Cynthia Rosenzweig 

D. David Julius 

Ans: C 

Recently, Cynthia Rosenzweig, has been awarded the World Food Prize of 2022. This award 

recognises her research to understand the relationship between climate and food systems and 

forecast how both will change in the future.  

It is awarded by the WorldFood Prize Foundation and carries a cash award of USD 2,50,000. 

 
 

2. Arun-4 Hydro power project is expected to generate electricity for which of the 

following countries? 

1. Nepal 

2. India 

3. Bangladesh 

4. Pakistan 

Select the correct answer using the code given below: 

A. 1,2 and 3 only 

B. 2,3 and 4 only 

C. 1 and 3 only 

D. All the above 

Ans: A 

State-owned SJVN Ltd NSE 1.48 % will develop another hydro power project Arun-4 worth 

Rs 4,900 crore in Nepal. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the development of 

the 490 MW Arun-4 hydro electric project in Nepal has been signed in Lumbini, Nepal in the 

presence of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Prime Minister ofNepal Sher Bahadur Deuba, 

the company said in a statement 

 Satluj Jal Vidyut Nigam (SJVN) Ltd and the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) inked a 

pact for the development and implementation of 490.2 megawatts Arun-4 hydropower 

project.  

 The project is expected to generate electricity for Nepal, India as well as Bangladesh and 

has the potential to emerge as a major source of energy in the south Asia region.  

 The SJVN has a 51% share and the NEA has 49% of the project. 
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3. ‘Agatha ‘is recently seen in the news. What is it? 

A. New sp. Of Butterfly found in Eastern Ghats 

B. It the mutated version of Monkey Pox 

C. ICAR developed methane gas absorbing shrub 

D. Category 3- Hurricane about to reach coast line in Mexico. 

Ans: D 

The first hurricane of the season formed off Mexico’s southern Pacific coast and rapidly 

gained power ahead of an expected strike along a stretch of tourist beaches and fishing towns 

as a major storm. 

The U.S. National Hurricane Center said Agatha was expected to make landfall as a powerful 

Category 3 hurricane next day afternoon or evening in the area near Puerto Escondido and 

Puerto Angel in the southern State of Oaxaca — a region that includes the laid-back tourist 

resorts of Huatulco, Mazunte and Zipolite. 

 
 

4. India and Nepal, both countries are members of the which of the following 

multilateral forums: 

1. BIMSTEC 

2. SCO 

3. SAARC 

4. BBIN 

Select the correct answer using the code given below: 

A. Only 1,2 and 4  

B. Only 2 & 4 

C. Only 1, 3 and 4 

D. Only 1, 2 and 3 

Ans: C 

Prime Minister of India and Prime Minister of Nepal held bilateral talks in Lumbini after 

laying the foundation stone of the India International Centre for Buddhist Culture and 

Heritage. India has always shared close ties with Nepal because of historical, geographical, 

cultural and economic linkages. Both countries are members of the same multilateral forums; 

like: 

1. BBIN: The Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal (BBIN) Initiative is a subregional 

architecture of countries in Eastern South Asia, a subregion of South Asia. 

2. BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic 

Cooperation): It has a total of seven member countries- five from South Asia, including 
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Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, and Sri Lanka, and two from Southeast Asia, including 

Myanmar and Thailand. 

3. SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation): The South Asian 

Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) is an economic and political organization of 

eight countries in South Asia. It was established in 1985 when the Heads of State of 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka formally adopted the 

charter. 

4. Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is a permanent intergovernmental international 

organisation. It is a Eurasian political, economic, and military organization aiming to 

maintain peace, security and stability in the region. It was created in 2001. India and Pakistan 

became members of SCO in 2017. Nepal is not a member of SCO. 

 

5. With reference to Kanheri Caves, consider the following statements: 

1. The earliest reference of Kanheri is ascribed to Fa-Hein who visited India during 

399-411 CE. 

2. The name Kanheri is derived from ‘Kanhagiri’ in Prakrit and occurs in the 

Nasik inscription of the Satavahana ruler Vasisthiputra Pulumavi. 

3. The cave contains Buddhist sculptures and relief carvings, paintings and 

inscriptions, dating from the 1st century CE to the 10th century CE. 

Which of the statements given above are correct? 

A. 1 and 2 only 

B. 2 and 3 only 

C. 1 and 3 only 

D. all the above 

Ans: D 

Union Minister of Tourism, Culture and DoNER inaugurates amenities at ancient Kanheri 

Caves on the occasion of Buddha Purnima. 

 The Kanheri Caves are a group of caves and rock cut monuments cut into a massive 

basalt outcrop in the forests of the Sanjay Gandhi National Park, on the former island of 

Salsette in the western outskirts of Mumbai. The Kanheri caves comprise more than 110 

different rock-cut monolithic excavations and is one of the largest single excavations in 

the country. 

 These excavations were primarily undertaken during the Hinayana phase of Buddhism 

but also has several examples of the Mahayana stylistic architecture as well as few 

printings of the Vajrayana order. 

 Kanheri was mentioned in the travelogues of foreign travellers. The earliest reference of 

Kanheri is ascribed to Fa-Hein who visited India during 399-411 CE. 

 The name Kanheri is derived from ‘Kanhagiri’ in Prakrit and occurs in the Nasik 

inscription of the Satavahana ruler Vasisthiputra Pulumavi. 

 They contain Buddhist sculptures and relief carvings, paintings and inscriptions, dating 

from the 1st century CE to the 10th century CE. 
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